BEFORE THE NORTH CAROLINA UTILITIES COMMISSION

In the Matter of
Application of Duke Energy Progress, LLC, for Adjustment of Rates and Charges Applicable to Electric Utility Service in North Carolina

NOW COME the Public Staff – North Carolina Utilities Commission (the “Public Staff”); the Carolina Industrial Group for Fair Utility Rates II (“CIGFUR II” or “CIGFUR”); Duke Energy Progress, LLC (“DE Progress” or “Company”); Harris Teeter; Vote Solar; the North Carolina Sustainable Energy Association (“NCSEA”); The North Carolina Justice Center, North Carolina Housing Coalition, Natural Resources Defense Council, and Southern Alliance for Clean Energy (“NCJC et al.”); Carolina Utility Customers Association (“CUCA”); and the Commercial Group (collectively referred to herein as the “Stipulating Parties” or any party individually as “Stipulating Party”), through counsel, and hereby stipulate that the following Live Testimony\(^1\) elicited during the Duke Energy Carolinas, LLC (“DE Carolinas”) expert testimony hearing in Docket No. E-7, Sub 1214, be entered into the DE Progress record as if those same questions were asked and those same answers were given orally from the stand at the DE Progress expert testimony hearing (“Joint Stipulation”):

\(^1\) “Live Testimony” is defined as any live testimony elicited on the witness stand at the expert testimony hearing. Live testimony does not include any pre-filed testimony entered into the record.
1. DE Carolinas witnesses Hager, Huber, and Pirro, whose applicable Live Testimony is located at Tr. Vol. 12, pp. 178-183 and 296-306; and Tr. Vol. 13, pp. 16-132;

2. NCSEA witness Barnes, whose applicable Live Testimony is located at Tr. Vol. 17, pp. 606-608 and 659-671; and Tr. Vol. 18, pp. 14-22;

3. Public Staff witnesses Floyd and McLawhorn, whose applicable Live Testimony is located at Tr. Vol. 18, pp. 208-211, 258, 261-264, and 346-349; and Tr. Vol. 19, pp. 11-108;

4. CIGFUR witness Phillips, whose applicable Live Testimony is located at Tr. Vol. 22, pp. 89-93 and 134-158; and

5. CUCA witness Kevin O'Donnell, whose applicable Live Testimony is located at Tr. Vol. 20, pp. 19-22 and 156-164.

Furthermore, the Stipulating Parties agree to waive cross-examination at the DE Progress hearing for the witnesses whose Live Testimony is covered by this Joint Stipulation, except that no Stipulating Party is prohibited from eliciting additional testimony that (1) is DEP-specific in substance; (2) is relevant to evidence in the DEP case that was not expressly covered by the Live Testimony; or (3) is otherwise not redundant or duplicative in nature.

Recognizing that the Commission clarified in the DE Carolinas hearing that it is not necessary to ask the Commission to take judicial notice of Commission orders, the Stipulating Parties further request that the Commission take judicial notice of the following items, as noticed by the Commission during the Live Testimony covered by this Joint Stipulation:
1. Public Staff witness Floyd’s testimony filed on September 24, 2012, in Docket No. E-22, Sub 479. Tr. Vol 13, pp. 84-85; and

The Stipulating Parties further stipulate that the following exhibits be entered into the record during the DE Carolinas expert testimony hearing in Docket No. E-7, Sub 1214 likewise be entered into the DE Progress record in this docket.

1. RAP Cost Allocation Manual, pre-filed as Public Staff 41, which was introduced as Public Staff Pirro Hager Cross-Examination Exhibit 1.
2. Report of the Public Staff on the Minimum System Methodology of North Carolina Electric Public Utilities, Docket No. E-100, Sub 162 (March 28, 2019) pre-filed as DEC Exhibit 32, which was introduced as Hager DEC Redirect Exhibit 1.

WHEREFORE, the Stipulating Parties request that:

1. The Commission issue an order at its earliest convenience accepting this Joint Stipulation;
2. The Commission move the aforementioned exhibits and Live Testimony into the DEP record as if given orally from the stand;
3. The Commission take judicial notice of the items noticed in the DE Carolinas expert testimony hearing, as set forth herein; and
4. For such other and further relief as the Commission may deem just and proper.
Respectfully submitted, this the 24th day of September, 2020.
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The undersigned attorney for CIGFUR hereby certifies that she caused the foregoing Joint Stipulation of Live Testimony and Exhibits to be served upon the parties of record in this proceeding by electronic mail.
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